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Do THIS (Not That)
How The Tax Code Makes Regular Taxpayers Angry
Many people think that preparing taxes for a living is a somewhat easy assignment.
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Bless their hearts.

3) Oh, and as I alluded to previously, there is
one more big reason this job is no cupcake -staying up to date with how the law is constantly
changing.

It's NOT just "filling in the boxes" and having the
spreadsheets or the software spit out the results. I
WISH it were so simple. There are three big
reasons why it's much harder than that -- even for
many professionals.

And I'm as patriotic as the next person ... but,
Congress makes THIS task no cupcake.

This is the essence of tax planning. Some may say
that this is overstating it -- but, after years of doing
this, I've become convinced that it's the truth. I'm
in the business of helping you fulfill your dreams
by helping you hold on to as much income/
revenue as possible!

And these delays in tax changes -- or the decision to make some laws retroactive months later
(extenders, estate tax, etc.) -- totally screw up
basic tax planning, sometimes negating options
that could have been used to legally lower a tax
bill.

Despite what certain fringe voices might claim
(and they cite all kinds of "facts" behind their
claims), the truth is that we don't have the choice
1) The tax code is incredibly long. The version of to "not file" or "not pay" what the tax laws say we
the tax code we are using right now is more than owe. That's why the IRS audits returns and has
75,000 pages long (and that is about 186 times
all sorts of "encouragements" (liens, refund offLONGER than it was back in 1913 when we
sets) to encourage us to file by each April 15,
started with it) -- and it will likely be getting longer and to do so correctly.
this coming year.
But, even with automatic payroll deductions, etc.
2) The code also happens to be pretty complicat- we U.S. taxpayers are trusted to fill out the
ed and laden with contradictory incentives. Take forms, ensure the correct amount was withheld
this credit, and watch that other credit go bye-bye. and let the IRS know what our true final bill was.
Fail to deduct this item, and then you won't be
That's called tax filing. And if we discover that
able to deduct that other item. You get the picwe owe the U.S. Treasury, then our system (as it
ture.
stands now) relies on us to send in the necessary
payments. This, of course, is what we spend
Sorting through all of them is most definitely
much of our time on around here at Team
NOT a task for a computer software program. It Lindsey -- helping YOU do this ethically, but
requires sitting down with an individual, a busiensuring you're not overpaying.
ness owner, a family, determining what they most
care about, and then use that complicated code to But, Congress makes this much harder than they
plan for it all properly. Really, that's the only way need to.
to do it. Everything else is just "after the fact"
clean-up work.
They do this -- probably unintentionally -- by
tinkering with our tax laws so much. They
Which is why it's so critical to meet with somechange them, sometimes slightly, sometimes
one before the end of the year to make sure that quite a bit, and they do so constantly. What's
you're set up to hold a tax position which repre- worse is the annual rite of procrastination in the
sents the real picture of where you really want to House and Senate. I see this all the time. As a
be going.
regular course of business.
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Your Customer Service Expectations Need to be Extraordinary—by Keith Lee
When it comes to customer service, the goal for many companies is a satisfied customer. Sounds pretty good? Wrong!

Customer satisfaction is worthless, customer loyalty is priceless
Customer Satisfaction is Worthless, Customer Loyalty is Priceless, by Jeffrey Gitomer is one of my all-time favorite business books. Satisfied customers
are... Satisfied. If someone else has a little better price or is more convenient, they’re gone. Just think of it, if your goal is a satisfied customer,
even if you and your staff do everything perfectly, the best you’ll get is a satisfied customer. After all, that’s the goal.
But the reality is, if your goal is a satisfied customer, you’re often going to fall a bit short. So, then where are your customers? Certainly less than satisfied! So, customer satisfaction is not good enough. Your customer service expectations need to
be exceptional... You need to create not just satisfied customers, but happy, loyal customers.
What happens when a happy, loyal customer finds a lower price? They’re likely to stay with you, or at least let you know.
What happens when a competitor who’s a bit more convenient moves in and your customer is happy and loyal? They’re
likely to keep coming to your store. What happens when you mess up with a happy, loyal customer? Your happy, loyal
customer knows that it is not normal, and they’re likely to tell you and let you make it right.
What happens when the subject of the products, or services, you offer comes up with a happy, loyal customer? They’re
likely to rave about you and you’re likely to get another new customer.
Be sure that everyone in your business understands your customer service expectations are to give customer service that creates happy, loyal
customers.
When you start expecting extraordinary customer service, you’ll soon realize that the competition is anyone that the customer compares YOU
to, fairly or unfairly. I learned of this from Disney ©. One of the ways that people experienced Disney© is by telephone. Disney© gets thousands of
calls every day. Many of the calls are from the same people who call businesses who are known for the great telephone service. Businesses like
our customer Cabela’s®, and our excellent shipping supplier FedEx®.
So, when the same people who call Cabela’s®, or FedEx®, or anyone with superior telephone service, call Disney ©, Disney© understands that they
are being compared to the service people get when calling Cabela’s ® or FedEx®. Disney© then does what they need to do to “compete” with FedEx’s® telephone service.
So the lesson is, don’t just think of your competitors as the businesses that sell the same things you do. Think of the competition as anyone who
deals with your customers in any way. Learn the best practices from anywhere you can, determine how you can use them in your business, and
implement them.
Here’s an example of how we did this in our business. Many years ago, we did what everyone in our industry did. When we got an order for a
stock item it shipped two to four days later. I called Cabela’s ® to get some fly fishing supplies and they said the order would ship that afternoon.
So, thinking of what I learned from Disney©, I said to myself, “We need to do that!,” and we did. Today, if an order is received within 30 minutes
of our FedEx® pickup, it ships that day.
Keith Lee is the president of American Retail Supply and the author of Out-Nordstrom Nordstrom, Creating the World’s Best Customer Service. Reprinted by permission from 3D
Mail Results, April 2015. 

This month’s special
Member-Only call-in times
for Lindsey’s Insider’s
Circle will be 12/19/16
from 2:00 to 4:00 pm.
To schedule your
appointment,
contact Kristen at
(251) 633-4070.
Not a member yet?
Find out how to become
one TODAY!

Looking for Someone You Can Rely On?
We really believe in the process of referrals, so part of the service we provide is to be sure to
refer our clients and associates to other qualified businesspeople in the community.
Below, you’ll find a list of areas in which we know very credible, ethical, and outstanding professionals. If you’re looking for a professional in a specific area we’ve listed, please feel free to
contact us. We will be glad to put you in touch with the people we know who provide these
services.










Business Coach
Banker
Welding Supplies
Social Media Marketing
Mortgage Broker
Printer
Attorney
QuickBooks Advisor
Identity Theft Protection











Electrician
Auto and Home Insurance
Realtor
U-Store-It Warehouse
Copiers
Civil Engineer
Custom Monogramming and Embroidery
Hair Stylist
Pest Control
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A Tried-and-True Strategy for Connecting with Customers
Current research suggests that we are bombarded with between 300 and 700 marketing messages per day. Current research also indicates that we take note of less than half of
those messages, and far fewer make a strong enough impact to
be recalled, make an impression, or make a sale.

take my sweetheart for Valentine’s Day? Where’s the best
place to go for some corned beef and cabbage on St. Patrick’s
Day?

And on and on. Those are just the major holidays in the next
four months. There’s a major holiday almost every month.
Here’s a tried and true strategy for There are also obscure holidays you probably never heard of
connecting with your customers
nearly every day of the year. You did know that December
and prospects. Legendary copy25th is also National Pumpkin Pie Day, didn’t you? So, why
writer, Robert Collier, pioneered
not make a connection with your prospect by “entering the
and perfected an effective strategy conversation already occurring in the prospect’s mind” by rehe called “entering the conversalating your message to the approaching holiday?
tion already occurring in the
prospect’s mind.” Instead of going You have to make a reasonable connection between the holistraight into your pitch marketing day and your offer. Otherwise, the prospect will feel like you
message and being ignored like
tried to trick them and that’s no way to get them to know,
everyone else, do something differ- like, and trust you, let alone buy something from you. It’s really not that hard. You can probably come up with several ideas
Legendary copywriter ent. After all, if you do what everyone else does, shouldn’t you ex- if you just sit down and think about it.
Robert Collier
pect the same mediocre results?
New Year’s Day is easy. Think about tying your message to
Instead of hitting your prospects over the head with your mes- something new or to a New Year’s resolution. Health clubs and
sage, first capture your prospects attention by using something gyms do it every January. The air waves and ads talk about
they are already thinking about as the hook. Then, make a
the most common New Year’s resolution around – losing
smooth transition into the marketing message. This strategy
weight. With the promise that this year -- you can do it… you
has been proven to work over and over again. There are several can have that new body, the new you -- with our help.
ways to implement this strategy. One is by using holidays.
And, of course, you can have a “sweetheart” deal for ValenHolidays are always on people’s minds. For instance, right now tine’s Day.
people are thinking about what they are going to do for the
upcoming holidays. Where are we going for Christmas or HaThis is a powerful, tried and true marketing strategy. And the
nukkah? Where’s the New Year’s Eve party? Am I going to
best part is… if it works this year, you can recycle it again
make (and keep) any New Year’s resolutions? Where should I next year! 

The Origin of Christmas Lights
The tradition of using candles to light up the Christmas tree appears to
have started in Germany, perhaps back in the 17th century. In upper
class homes, candles, an expensive source of light, were glued with
melted wax to a tree branch or attached with pins.
Edward Johnson, an inventor who worked under Thomas Edison, first
used electricity to light a Christmas tree in 1882, using 80 small electric
light bulbs. He also created the first string of electric Christmas lights
which were mass produced around 1890. By 1900, department stores
were using the new lights for their Christmas displays.
Tinsel was first invented around 1610 in Germany. Machines took genuine silver and shredded it into thin tinsel-sized strips. Silver
tarnishes however, and eventually, artificial replacements were invented.
Another variation of traditional Christmas décor appeared towards the end of the 1800s: the artificial Christmas tree. Artificial trees
originated in… you guessed it… Germany. Metal wires were covered with goose, turkey, ostrich, or swan feathers. The feathers were
often dyed green to imitate pine needles. In the 1930s, the Addis Brush Company created the first artificial-brush trees, using the
same machinery that made their toilet brushes. The Addis “Silver Pine” tree was patented in 1950. The Christmas tree was designed
to have a revolving light source under it. Colored gels allowed the light to shine in different shades as it revolved under the tree. 
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Do THIS (Not That) - continued from page 1

Until it does, well, then, Capitol Hill is going to keep creating bad
attitudes.

(Which, incidentally, is why I have to pay so much attention to
what's happening in the legislation NOW, during the offseason. I
do this so you don't have to.)

But, here's where some hope comes in…

So some people fudge their returns. And, unfortunately, they feel
justified in doing so.

For my clients and contacts, you can rest assured that we are paying attention ... and that we will be on top of even these woefullyprocrastinating legislators. We'll do all that is ethically possible to
make sure you don't make moves that you'll regret after the fact.

One recent example was the first-time homebuyer credit that was
created a few years back ... then revised ... and revised again. Many And the best way to help us help YOU, is by giving us a call to talk
homebuyers had to "pay back" a credit that was taken under exist- things through NOW, while we can still make a difference with
ing law -- then later canceled.
2016 returns.
And I know (from conversations with real people) how many felt
justified in finding ways to "skim back" (i.e. fudge) that $500 back
into their returns because they were annoyed at how Congress
handled it.
And there are plenty of other tax laws with similar histories that
tick off filers enough so that they look for ways of getting payback
when they fill out their 1040s.
Now, I'm not condoning these taxpayers' decisions to "even up" the
tax code where they may find it unfair. Life can be unfair and taxes
are a part of that often unfair life.
But, Congress can do a lot to prevent these “they hurt me, so I'll
hurt the tax system right back” attitudes, by doing its tax-writing job
in a more rational and professional manner.

"You can conquer almost any fear if you will only make up your
mind to do so. For remember, fear doesn't exist anywhere except
in the mind." - Dale Carnegie 

Errors Discovered in
Alabama TurboTax®
TurboTax® users in Alabama may have to pay additional taxes for last year. It was recently uncovered
that there were errors in TurboTax® that would have
led some Alabama users who relied on the software
to underpay their taxes and others to overpay.
An amended return may be required to correct the
return and claim an additional refund, or pay any
balance that may be due.

If and only to the extent that this publication contains contributions from tax professionals who are subject to the rules of professional conduct set forth in Circular 230, as promulgated by
the United States Department of the Treasury, the publisher, on behalf, of those contributors, hereby states that any U.S. federal tax advice that is contained in such contributions was not
intended or written to be used by any taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer by the Internal Revenue Service, and it cannot be used by any
taxpayer for such purposes.

